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Mr. Chairman, thank you for allowing me this opportunity to speak to the committee on school
funding. Thank you as well for your leadership in attempting to break up the school funding
status quo in the state that has for too long resulted in a grossly inequitable distribution of state
resources to our public school students.

I lead the Freehold Borough public schools, the third most underfunded district in the state
(Attachment 1). We are proud of our students and have a great faculty. I am distressed though
that my students are not receiving the resources necessary for a proper education, and that year
after year I have to cut more and more of their support as expenses increase and state aid remains
flat. This is all the more infuriating when one sees other districts flush with extra cash, providing
a multitude of extra services to their students, as well as a healthy dose of tax relief to their
taxpayers. This is not fair, this is not right, and we begin to wonder if it is even legal,
considering the disparate impact on protected groups of students. What is probably the most
amazing fact in this whole situation is that resolving the worst of the disparity wouldn’t require
one more dollar in state aid.

If the School Funding Reform Act of 2008 were fully implemented in Freehold Borough
uncapped and as originally intended, we would have $13,333,837 more dollars than we do now
to operate our district. Translated into different terms, in order to fully operate my district to the
requirements of law and regulation, I need minimally fifty more teachers. My class sizes are
above required levels, I cannot provide the full level of service to my special education students,
my English Language Learner instruction periods are shorter than the state establishes, I have no
teachers to provide a basic skills math program, technology is restrained and the median salary of
my teaching force is the lowest in the state for our category (Attachment 2). When our stateapproved construction opens in September 2018, as funded now, I won’t be able to afford to put
new teachers in those new classrooms.
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Who is responsible for this? Well, I know it is not our local Freehold Borough taxpayers. They
are already being taxed $2,365,855 above their fair share (Attachment 3). We have taken every
tax dollar we were allowed to take since 2011. There is no banked cap. The reason we are in
such a dire situation is no mystery: our state aid has been held essentially flat since 2010, while
our student population has exploded. Even taking into account our excessive local taxing, the
district remains under adequate by $9,567,909 (Attachment 4).

Sadly this situation is not uncommon around the state, even if Freehold Borough is the extreme
example. But one wonders why this imbalance is allowed to continue at all. The School
Funding Reform Act of 2008 was realistic and anticipated that there might come a point where
full funding might not be possible. In the law, I cite here specifically NJSA 18A:7F-52, it
contains a provision to proportionally divide available equalization aid between the districts if
full funding is not possible. This has not been done.
I think every Superintendent would be delighted if the SFRA were fully funded. But if that can’t
be done, many of us would advocate that the available funds should be divided proportionally
per the formula. That way everyone would share the pain of the missing funding, proportional to
what they should have received. But if even that is too hard, for whatever reason, then the only
alternative is to take new money and direct it towards eliminating the most extreme cases of
underfunding. Sadly, even here the efforts have been tepid. The amount of money directed to
Freehold Borough, and underfunded districts like us, totals only $16,763,431 statewide, which is
only two tenths of one percent of the total distribution in state school aid. One has to ask: how
hard are we really trying to fix this?

As the day-to-day leaders of our school districts, we Superintendents struggle with underfunding
regularly. We have made the case for equity and fairness per the law, but we have been
unsuccessful in changing the dynamics of how money is getting to the districts. In Freehold
Borough, last week our insurance broker has alerted us to plan for a 15% increase in our health
benefit costs. If we are flat funded again later this month, we will have to make even further
drastic cuts to our barebones condition for FY 18. That is why we are at a point where we can’t
be silent.
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Freehold Borough is part of a loose coalition of Superintendents that have been studying this
situation and strategizing on how to get a meaningful resolution. Testifying here and before the
Assembly Education Committee has been one approach. Writing directly to the Governor and to
the Commissioner of Education has been another. Most recently, we have been attracted to the
legal initiatives of the Kingsway Regional School District and I intend to recommend to my
Board of Education that we join their efforts to address this problem through the judiciary. Our
students are being harmed now and will face greater harm going forward if things do not change.
That is why we have petitioned the executive branch, that is why we have testified to the
legislative branch, and that is also why we will seek to make common cause with similarly
affected districts and seek judicial relief. We can’t stop until this is fixed.

Freehold Borough and districts like us (those who are under adequate, over fair share on their
levy and receiving no hold harmless aid), we need relief now. We are backed into a corner and
our school children are being adversely impacted. We applaud this committee’s stated purpose
in trying to fix all of this, and we will do all we can to support you in this effort. It is our fervent
hope that you succeed in returning equity and fairness back to New Jersey school funding. Our
students, teachers, and community are depending on you and we very much appreciate your
efforts.

Thank you.
Attachments:
1.) Funding per Weighted Pupil
2.) Median Teacher Pay List
3.) School Aid
4.) Under Adequacy
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Attachment 1
Extract from NJ Education Law Center
2015-2016 Calculation of SFRA Data
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Median Teacher Pay List
Extract from NJ Taxpayer Guide to Efficient Spending 2016 Indicator 16
(Attachment 2)
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Attachment 3
Extract from Freehold Boro 2016-17 State School Aid Notice
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Attachment 4
Extract from FY 17 NJ Department of Education Calculation of District Status
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